Evaluating pristine and modified SnS2 as a lithium-ion battery anode: a first-principles study.
Li intercalation and diffusion in pristine and modified SnS2 interlayer are studied by a first-principles approach. The results predict that the octahedral interstitial site is energetically favored for Li intercalation. The minimum energy path of Li diffusion in SnS2 interlayer is investigated by climbing image nudged elastic band method. It is found that Li atom diffuses from one energetically favored octahedral interstitial site to the neighbor one via tetrahedral interstitial site. The expansion of interlayer spacing is beneficial for decreasing the diffusion barrier. Ce dopant negatively impacts the Li diffusivity although it can optimize the interlayer spacing. Geometric structures of LixSnS2 (0 < x ≤ 3) are investigated to understand the lithiation-induced volume expansion and atomic structure change. The lithiation process can be divided into two stages. When Li content (x in LixSnS2) is less than 1, the volume expansion is not dramatic and only S atoms capture electrons from Li atoms. When Li content is larger than 1, Sn(4+) cations are significantly reduced, S-Sn-S trilayer gradually decomposes, and LixS2 (1 ≤ x ≤ 3) layer forms between two Sn monolayers. The mechanism of volume expansion is elucidated in this study.